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From the President 

The holiday season is upon us.  We’ve already carved 
pumpkins and greeted a Blue Moon.  We washed our 
pots and tools and brought in the plants for winter.  
Our planted bulbs will greet us in the spring.  Every 
day the warm sun fades into the cool evening and 
smoke rises from the chimneys.  We turn our thoughts 
to decorating our homes, renewing holiday traditions, 
and spending time with family.  Each season offers 
beauty in the garden and we treasure the fallen leaf 
for a wreath or a pinecone to decorate a tree.   

We hope you enjoyed our November program, 
Succulents, presented by Mr. Domonic Ayala.,  

7th year Navy corpsman stationed at MCB Quantico.  
His slide presentation was amazing.  Pictures are 
posted on Facebook.  As a segue to his program on 
Succulents, this issue of the Semper Flora has an 
article on Christmas cactus. 

We’ve had to make some adjustments due to Covid-19.  
Don’t miss our December  workshop making a 
Christmas centerpiece.  Time and location will be 
posted on the December flyer and on Facebook.  Cost 
is $10.  Masks are mandatory.  Hope to see you there! 

Check our Facebook page to see pictures of our 
members who toured the Benedictine Monastery or 
visited Miller’s Farm.  
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The Semper Flora is a publication of the Quantico Spouses’ Garden Club, located at Quantico, 

VA.  With 49 members, we strive to promote the mission of the NGC, Inc and the NCAGC to 

provide resources for  gardening, education, civic engagement and environmental responsibility. 

Editor:  Annette Scharpenberg, President, Quantico Spouses’ Garden Club  540-226-2121 

 

The morns are meeker than they 
were 

The nuts are getting brown 
The berry’s cheek is plumper 

The rose is out of town 
The maple wears a gayer scarf 

The field a scarlet gown 
Lest I should be old-fashioned 

I’ll put a trinket on. 
Emily Dickinson  (1830-1886) 
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 Phyllis Phillips showing the  Christmas   
Centerpiece for our Dec. 4th workshop 

 

Domonic Ayala giving his presentation on Succulents at  

the November  20th meeting. 

 

 
 

Beautiful basket for an “opportunity   
Drawing” at the November meeting 

Look for our Children’s fun activity packet 

www.quanticogardenclub.com 
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Germany is credited with displaying the first Christmas tree in the 16th Centu-
ry.  Queen Victoria of England decorated a tree in 1848 and it became the sym-
bol of the season.  Tree lights began when Martin Luther attached Candles to a 
fir tree he took home.  In 1882 Edward Hibberd Johnson invented lights for 
the Christmas tree.  Early trees were decorated with apples, beads, paper and 
tinsel until a German glassblower made the first holiday ornament in the 
l840s.   How about candy canes?  The story is that in 1670 a German choirmas-
ter bent candy into the shape of a shepherd’s crook to keep his young singers 
quiet during a navity  pageant.   Christmas cards?  The first holiday card was a 
simple cardboard greeting and was sold in England in 1843.  In 1915 the Hall 
Brothers, now Hallmark, sold a folded holiday greeting card with an envelope.  
Americans now send and receive billions of cards each year. 

(Story taken from the Magnolia Journal, winter 2020, pp. 56-57) 

Turkey Trivia . . .  . 

Why Do Turkeys Gobble? 

Only male turkeys, or toms, can make a call known as a “gobble,” and they mostly do it in 

the spring and fall. It is a mating call and attracts the hens. Wild turkeys gobble at loud 

sounds and when they settle in for the night. The wild turkey can make at least 30 differ-

ent calls!  

What’s That Weird Wobbly Thing on a Turkey’s Neck? 
The loose red skin attached to the underside of a turkey’s beak is called a wat-
tle. When the male turkey is excited, especially during mating season, 
the wattle turns a scarlet red. The fleshy flap of skin that hangs over the gob-
bler’s beak is called a snood and also turns bright red when the bird is excit-
ed. The wobbly little thing on the turkey’s chest is the turkey’s beard and is 
made up of keratin bristles. Keratin is the same substance that forms hair and 
horns on other animals.  
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What Is a Baby Turkey Called? And What About Adult Turkeys? 
A baby turkey is called a poult, chick, or even turklette. An adult male turkey is called a 
tom and a female is a hen. 

How Big Do Turkeys Get? 
The domestic tom can weigh up to 50 pounds, the domestic hen up to 16 pounds. The 
wild tom up to 20 pounds. 

Can Turkeys Fly? 
The wild turkey can fly! (It does, however, prefer to walk or run.) The domestic turkey is 
not an agile flyer, though the bird will perch in trees to stay safe from predators. 

How Long do Turkeys Live? 

The average life span of a wild turkey is three or four years. It generally feeds on seeds, 
nuts, insects, and berries. The average life span of a domestic turkey, from birth to freezer, 
is 26 weeks. During this period of time, it will eat about 75 pounds of turkey feed. 

(Trivia Story comes from the Old Farmer’s Almanac , Dec. 2020 issue) 
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What’s the Difference Between the Christmas Cactus and Thanksgiving Cactus? 

Christmas Cactus 

Christmas cactus (Schlumbergera bridgesii) is the long-lived plant our grandmothers grew. I have a plant 

that came from one my mother-in-law grew from a cutting she received over 70 years ago! They are the 

ultimate pass-along plant since they are so easy to root. Just pinch off a “Y” shaped piece from one of the 

branches and stick it in a pot of sterile soil or vermiculite. It will root in no time. 

Photo: The Christmas Cactus. Notice how the flowers hang down. Credit: ucanr.edu/  
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Thanksgiving Cactus  

Thanksgiving cactus (Schlumbergera truncata) typically blooms between mid-November and late De-

cember, sometimes through January. Its leaf segments are square shaped with pointed hooks on one 

end and along the sides like pincers, giving rise to its common name “crab cactus”.  It is native to Brazil 

where its 2 to 3 inch long, satiny flowers are pollinated by hummingbirds.  

 

Photo: Thanksgiving Cactus growing in garden center. Notice how the flowers grow outwards.   
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Easter Cactus 

The Easter cactus (Rhipsalidopsis gaertneri) blooms in the spring and sometimes again in the fall 

around Halloween. Its flaring, trumpet-shaped flowers have pointy pink or red petals. 

Photo: Easter cactus. Credit: Scott’s Nursery.  

Many of the plants available for sale are hybrid crosses of Christmas and Thanksgiving cacti 

(Schlumbergera x buckleyi) that come in a rainbow of exotic colors including orange, purple, yellow, 

red, pink, white, and two-tones.  
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• The Christmas cactus has hanging flowers in shades of magenta and blooms, of course, near Christ-
mas. The range of flowering is late November through early February. 

• The Thanksgiving cactus has flowers that face outwards and the plant comes in a wide range of col-
ors.  This plant blooms near Thanksgiving. It can start flowering in very late October or in November. 

They also have different stems: 

• The true Christmas cactus has a flattened stem segments with smooth, scalloped edges. 
• The Thanksgiving cactus has a very toothy stem with two to four pointed teeth. 
While the Christmas cactus stems hang down like a pendent, the Thanksgiving cactus has stems that grow up-

right at first and then arch.om a Thanksgiving Cactus 
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Caring For Your Holiday Cactus 

The holiday cactus is not your typical cactus. We are all familiar with the desert cactus but the holiday 
plant is a forest cactus—an epiphyte that lives in decomposing leaf litter found in the forks and on the 
branches of trees in tropical rain forests of South America. 

• The conditions in our houses are nothing like their native rain forest homes but still they do fine in 
normal household temperatures of 65 to 70 degrees, with a drop at night to 55 to 60 degrees. They 
will need protection when temperatures drop below 40 degrees Fahrenheit. Keep under a shade 
tree or patio. Not in full sun. 

• They like their forest floor so give these cacti acidic well drained soils. Use a cactus mix and add per-
lite, vermiculite and orchid bark. They’re not cold tolerant. 

• They like bright light but not direct sun; an east or west window is perfect. If the leaves turn yellow 
it means they are getting too much light. 

• Let the plants dry out between waterings by watering them when the top 2 inches of the soil feels 
dry. Do not over water; this is the number one reason for their demise in our homes. Neglect is bet-
ter than over watering. You could get a hydrometer to help Don’t let them sit in water because if 
they get too waterlogged they will rot. 

• Misting them frequently helps increase humidity. 
• Optional: Fertilize them with a, all purpose fertilizer such as a Miracle Grow Tomato water soluble 

fertilizer (1 tablespoon to a gallon of non-chlorinated water). Feed 2 times a month. 
Like all the plants we have there, it gets no special care otherwise. Luckily for us it thrives on neglect 
and cool temperatures.   

How to Keep Holiday Cactus Blooming 

The keys to getting your holiday cactus to blossom are short days and cool nights. They need 13 hours 
of darkness and nights at 50 to 55 degrees for at least 1 to 2 months before they will set buds. I put 
some of my plants outside all summer and wait until the nights start to drop below 50 degrees before 
bringing them in for the fall and winter. They usually bud right up and start to bloom after that. The 
plants that grow in my kitchen get no special treatment and they blossom just as well. Go figure! 

The plants flower best when slightly potbound so only repot them if they are really crowded. Unlike 

many holiday plants they are non-toxic to cats and dogs so don’t be afraid to bring one home for 

the holidays! 

Story from Robin Sweetser’s gardening tips. 

 


